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Scheduling Peacetime Rotation of Pakistan Army Units
lRoblit. F. I)•)ll, Naval I'ost.gralhiate School
Hichard E. llos•'id.hal, Naval l'ostgradmiae School
IAr(. Shafq(at Baig, Pakistan Anry

Abstract
Since Pakistan has varying climates and irriains, thr Pakislart Army rotates its units bet ween peacetime locations so that no unit rndur,'cs inr'quitab/h
hardship or enjoys unfair advantage. Army policy specifirs strict constrait.s
on unit rotations, such as the Ingth of a unit s stay in any location, the
number of units moving at any lime, and the allowable replact mIncsl for aniy
moving unit. Scheduling rotations manually in accordance witih thrs( rnacs.
as is currently practiced. is ertremely difficult and lime-cons'miniy. This paper presents an integer prograininingmodel that finds feasibhl,

winimninimn-cost

schedules for the Pakistan Army s desircd planning horizons. The mohdl also
ensures that the units are positioned at the end of the planning horizon so
that feasible schedules exist for future planners. The model is implenIcinrld
with commercially available optimnization software. Schrdidrs ar( oblainrld
for realistic test probldens in h ss than an hour on a perisonal computlcr.

The Pakistan Army peacetime rotation problem, as described in the abstract, was chosen by Colonel laig as a research topic for a. masters thesis,
Baig [1992], directed by his co-authors. lie received guidlance on plroblltIi derinition from Brigadier General lHaroon Bashir Khan, who was then serving as
the Army AttachW a-t the Pa.kistan Embassy in Washingtojn. The model presented in this paper captures all aspects of the peacetime rotation problem
as described by the general.
The peacetime rotation problem is a unique scheduling/tinietabling
problem. It shares the diversity and large number of constraints typically

1

found in the construction of sport schedules. (E.;., see Aiidrue anll Coronuilnas 119891 for the 1992 Sunmmer Olympic Came.-, Shell [19851 for the Nationial Basketball Associat~imn, Cain 11977] and Shell 119851 for Mlajor Lvagiic
Baseball, and Ferland and Fleurent 119911 for the National flockey League).
However, the peacetime rotation problem, has relatively few evenits conmpared
to the hundreds or thousands of games that. make up a typical sp~orts scimedule. An exact lproceduic is therefore undertaken in this pap~er instead of
the heuristic procedures used successfully for large scale t~imet~alling lprol)lenis Carter [1986]. The followhig sections present.: 1) policies (lemihliig Ithe
problem, 2) the i miteger program miiiig formulation, 3) m
miodel refi mmcmiI mmts for
increa~sedl tractability, 4) colilmlu.a.liollal exp~eriviice, atid 5) com-clisioris.

1

Pakistan Army Peacetime Rotation Policies

The Pakistan Army classifies military locations into Peace Areas (PAs). SemliHard Areas (SilAs) andi~ llardl Areas (hlAs). Th'lis claSSilicatIionj a.ccouutjS
for Pakistan's diverse terraiti, ranlging [roll desert to lofty 11oun1taills, altd
temperatures, ranging fromn below freezing t.o above 40 degrees Celsius. The
geographic classifications also account for available facilities a~t the locat-ions
anid the proximity t~o mia~jor mietropolitani areas. To elismire that. persoummlel

serve equ~a~lly in all three areas, imil. lpersonmiel are rotated bet.wveell locationis
during peacetime on a reguflar ha~sis.
Military units in the P~akist~an Armny are classified Iin three ways: accordinig
to their operationzal role (strike or defensive), accordinig t~o their functiortal
role (Armor, Artillery, Engineers, Infantry, Signals, Supply, etc), altd a.(-cording to whether their equipmient. is supplied by Easterti or Weste-rim bloc
nations. (Sec Cohen [19841] for thme roles of the East and West, iu e(lmitlppiig thle
Pakistan Army.) Separating the units into distinct categories based] onl these

three attributes simplifies' subsequent mathematical analysis -and is useful for
elucidating rotation policy.

2

Tire General lleadquarters of t lie Pakistan Army has established rotation
policies, whose salient features are as follows.
1. A unit can move only if replaced by a. unit of the same category, i.y..
having the same operational and fnnctional roles, and( ol)eraliing tile
same type of equipment. This results in a natural division of I lie overall
problem into separate rolatioit problemus for each cat egory. hlie largest
category, currently, has 87 units.

2. If a unit at location A moves to location B, then a tlnit of the Salile
category at location B imist. move. to location A in the salme year.
This policy, referred to as mtiual replaccmnt, simplifies transfer of
operational and asdmitistrative responsibilities at. both locations.
3. Equipment does not move, only personnel do.
move from the same brigade in the salle
year. A brigade is composed of three units of the salle category.

4. No more than one unit. ca-a

5. Some units (such as EIngineers, Signals, Reconnaissance and Support.
Battalions) do not belong to a brigade. They fall under direct cont rol
of a Division. There can be no more than one of t.hese units moving
from the same location ill the sanme year.
6. Each unit's tenure requirement varies by location classificalion as follows:

"* Peace Area. (PA)

5-7 years,

"* Semi-Hard Area (SilIA)

2-4 years,

* Hlard Area (llA)

1-3 years.

7. An individual unit must rotate according to the cycle of locations:
PA -+ SHlA - PA - IlA --+ PA, as shown in Figure 1.

3

IPA
HA

P

SHA

Figure 1: Each unit must rotate through Peace Areas. Semi-Hard Areas and
Hard Areas in the indicated order. Alternate Peace .. lr.as in the cycle mi.ut
be different. The length of stay in. each location must fiI; eilthin a prescribed
range.
S. There is no restriction placed on which SHA or HA locations a unit
visits on its cycle. However, a unit must not return to its previous PA
location.
Currently, peacetime rotation schedules are developed manually by planners at the General Headquarters of the Pakistan Army. A five-year schedule
is developed on a yearly basis. Due to the large problem size and complex
policy structure, the current method suffers from the following drawbacks:
"*The units may be positioned at the end of the planning horizon in a way
that precludes future schedules from satisfying the policy constraints.
"*The schedule requires hundreds of man-hours to develop.
"* It is difficult to evaluate proposed policy changes.
"*The schedule may not be developed impartially.
4

* The schedule may incur excess cost. by transferring tiitns more often or
over greater distaiwes thaii necessary.

These limitations miotivatled the development of an iiteger i'prograimiiiing
inodel to assist with rotationt scheduling.

2

Peacetime Rotation Model

Our integer programming model for the Pakistan Army's Ipacet.ifie rotation
problem minimizes the total cost. associated with all schedilcd moves, while

ensuring that all policy conistraints are satisfied.

Thle model is valid for

time horizons up to 15 years, which satisfies the Pakistan Army's plainning
requirement for five-year rolatio|i sclieduiles.
e Indices:

i, i'

units,

1, 1'

locations,

t,t'

years.

* Given Data:
initli

the initial lotion for unit. i,

min1

minimum stay allowed at location 1,

max,

maximum stay allowed at, location 1,

mco.Stilt,

movement cost, for unit. i from 1 to i',

stayit

number of years unit i has been at location I at, tile start of the
first time period,

P

set of peace area locations.

Nl

set of hard area locations,
5

S

set of scini-hard area locations.

* Derived Sets: The following sets are used to e.nforce iotal liol policies.
Their derivation is discussed in section :3.

U11t
F1l

set of all units eligible t4o move froin location I to P' ill Year 1,
set of all possible locatiotis from whlch ul||it. I coild have ijioved if
it. arrives at. locat.ion I in year I,

Ti I

set of all possible locations to which unit i can inov( if sit ialtei al.
location 1in year t.

0 l)ecision Variables:
xilt't

1 if unit i moves from location I to location I' in year

i,aid 0

otherwise.
o Formulation:
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(.oiistra~int. (1)v'nsinres C'acII imiit's first. iJIov(' is (oilljpletv' wit bll Ithe inilhCeteiiie re(jtliireivieut s at, it's
inlitial loca~tiotl. ( otisthraiiit
(2) eniforces tHie mutual replAw-eliuiit. jlolicy. Const-rainit. (3) allows iio ItioreC
ititiiin all(] maxinmiii

thani One unit to 111OVI' (rou1 OW SleC
sae ocal itl in the saitie year. If two
or more brigades have the saine geograp~hical localtion. Chis lo(,ationl is hIwoken intfo separate Ibrig-ade locatiotis. 'niiiis. constraint. (3) also enforces the
rest~riction that no more Owan one uinit, call move from tOhw samne brigade.
Constraint.9 ('1) and (5)cont rol the tenure- requirentetit.s for all moves taking place after the first move. ( onsiraint. (4) restricts I-he iiin~iiler or finiiis
a. unit enters loca~tioii 1 iij) C~o year I t-o be less th1aiu or equal to .Ii
bei ml
111er
or timnes it. leaves the locat~ion upl Co year I + maxir. Th'lese coiist.rainuts viismre
that a iinit. leaves a.locationi inl year I only if it arrived at. thiat. locat~ioii inall
ap~propriate earlier year. (TIhey call alt~ernat~ively be formuulat ed wil~li nioneiniuilat~ive inequalities, bill. tOe ctimii
ativc formi providles bett~er comiptima t~ioutal
performance.) Constraint, (5)requiires a unit. heaving locat-ion I ill year I to
have arrived there I

-

in.ax, to I

-

ninui years earlier. Const-raiits, (.1) anid

7

(5) cannot, prevent, a unit fromi muovi ng away from Ithe sa ie

locatioii iM0ore

Ohats on('e in tshe last, few years. (,oist.rairits (6) - (9) ,limiitalt•I, 1.his )i1-okl('li
by allowing each unit, at. most. one move bet.ween differenlt areas during 111l
planning horizon (a valid restrict ion for planning horizons of I .r years or less).
Constraint (10) prevents a unit, frorn moving to the same PA more than
once. if the planining horizon is less 01hai seven years, Ihis coiistliaildn is
unnecessary.
Constraint (11) states the total number of moves fromii II As to PAs should
be equa-l to the total number of moves from SIlAs to PAs. This constraint
helps position units approprialely at, the end of the planniiig hiorizo11, as
discussed further in section 3.

3

Model Refinement

Even though we can t-reat, tihe Pakist.an Army's rot al ion scheduling probleml
with separate models for each operat.ional/funct.ional area, the indeienlent.
Imodels can still be quitle large. The largest. opera tional/functional area has
87 units spread over 30 loca.tions. Straightforward alpplicalion of the preceding model for t.hese units over an eight.-year horizon would require over
600,000 binary variables. Fortunately, characteristics of tChe policies can be
exploited to identify many impossible unit. movements and eliminate the corresponding variables. The transition eligibility parameter OKinot is defined
for this purpose. It has value I if and only if unit, i is eligible to move from
location I to P' in year 1. The idea is to make this parameter zero as ofteen as
possible without sacrificing model fidelity or optimality. 'hie set.s 1.11,f, Tilt,
Flt defined in section 2 are readily generated from this paramet.er. The logic
for deriving OKj,, is as follows.
1. Rotation policies and tenure limits severely restrict, the set. of allowable
moves. For example, a. unit that. has moved fromi a IIA and has heen
at a PA for three yea.rs can not possibly move for two imore years and

8

then only to a SIIA. Subsequent. moves are similarly restricted. These
situations are detailed below in four exha ustive cases. Let OPA, denfote
the current or most receild PA location for unit. i iM 1lhe initial year,

Stay = min{stayi,, mini) for the unit's initial local ion I, a,,d let "\V
denote set exclusion.
a.) If unit. i is currently located at. a. PA and previouslY served iii a SIIA,
I I.

I!',E

'e

I if I E R,
1 i.f I E {7P\OI'Aj},

=

hl ,

I' {E \
1' E S.

, < I + Sla/<S.
7 <14-. Stay< I1.
,\OPA,},
12< I
Stay < 18,

b) If unit i is currently located at. a PA and previously served in a. IIA.

I

1 if IE'P.

1'ES,

6(<I+Slai<y

.

I if IE S.
O if I E {P \ OPA
1 },

1' E{'P \ OIA,}.

8 < I + Stay

12,

I' E 'H,

13 < t + Stay <_ 19,

P' E{f\OPA,},

3< t±+Stay

5,

'-H,
1' E 7P,

Stay
98 <
< tI +
+ Stay

12,
1.5,

0 othcrwisc.
c) If unit i is currently located at a. SIJA,

fI if
Ort=

IES,

{'\OPAl},
1I i~f
E R,
if I1E
0 olthr 'isc.
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d) If unit i is currently kocaled al a, HA.
1 if I1

Or

1

,'e

I if I E {'P\OI'A,},
I if I E S,
0 otlhcriUi.c.

{E \hOA}

2

_+St,._<,

7<t +,qaoi< I,
! < 14 Stay<_ 15.

' E S,
1' E 'P,

For a detailed example, SuPl)ose unit I is currently located at. a PA and
its o0l location is a IIA (case b). This unit can move to a SIIA after
completing 5 to 7 years of stay at the PA, so it. is eligible I o niove orih
when t + Slay is 6, 7 or 8 years. The unit's next. move, to ai*y PA
except, OVA, iiiust take pla'e 2 Co .1 years later, i.u., ill

(,I(.

of the yema's

8 through 12.
2. The mutual rotation policy also helps eliminate maiiy variables. Collsider a unit at location 1 that, is eligible to move to 1' in year I after
executing step 1. Thal. move can be scheduled only ir another uiiuit. is eligible to move from location 1' to location I in the same year. 'Therefore,
any OKiu,'t that was I after step 1 is changed to 0 unless:

SOKi,,,,, >_1.
t,#I

3. WeVcan extend the idea of step 2 to subsequent t moves. For 1iiiit. i to
be eligible for a iniove to location 1' in year 1, there muist I)e anothri
unit i' eligible to replace unit i at location P' betweeun +
-ni-p )und
I + maxp. Therefore, any OKilit thai remains I after the firsf. two
steps is changed to 0 unless:

zE z
i'#i

l t'=f+minj,
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Figure 2: A feasible six-unit rotation pattern that can be extended indefinitely.
Nodes in the figure represent units undergoing moves in the indicated year.
Edges represent mutual replacement.

3.1

Conditions for Future Feasibility

The Pakistan Army needs to ensure that units are positioned at the end
of the planning horizon so that feasible schedules exist for f'uture planners.
Sufficient conditions are developed for this purpose. These conditions are
explained with the help of Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows an indefinitely repeatable rotation schedule that satisfies
all restrictions of the rotation policy outlined in section 1. This figure contains 4 PAs, 1 HA, and 1 SHA locations where each location has one unit.
The circles contain unit identifiers and the arcs between the circles indicate
units exchanging locations. For the units initially located at PAs (1, 2. 3,
and 6), their last area is shown with H (for HA) or S (for ShA).
11

It is possible to add units in)multiples of 6 (4 PA units, I IIA unit, I SIIA
unit.) up to the Tuaxiniun of tlhrc at each location. lach 6 additional iiiiits
(I at each existing location) could be feasibly added to the above schedule
by allowing moves in similar 3 year increments starting at year I for the first.
6 units and at year 2 for the second 6. New locations with units following

the same pattern could also be added.
The positioning of units in Figure 2 obeys the following conditions at. all
times.
Condition 1 The total number of ,tiitsin PAs is twice the nuiber of units

il InAs and SIlAs.
Condition 2 The number of units in IAs and SIlAs is equal.
Condition 3 Half the units in IPAs previously served in SIlAs and ha.If previously served in hlAs.
The three conditions above are not. necessary to guarantee the existence
of a feasible solution in the future. However, as proven in the appendix, if
the conditions are satisfied for the six years preceding the current horizon
and are enforced throughout, the horizon, then future feasibility is guaranteed.
Unfortunately, some operational/functional areas have not always conformed
to the conditions. Therefore, the test problems of section 4 are solved with
constraint (11) instead of the more restrictive form of the constraint
x

EXin = En
i

E140PEP

i

IE

V,

(12)

I'EI

which would guarantee feasible rotations in the future with appropriate startl-

ing conditions. Though not guaranteed, constraint (11) empirically yielded
rotation schedules with eiding conditions that. allowed future fvasible ro!.a.-

tions.
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4

Computational Experience

The Pakistan Army peacetime rotation model is hm)lh'IeIft.el Ithe
hi
(i eneral
Algebraic Modeling System, CAMS, 119921 and solved using XA [1987] and
OSL 119911. All computlational results are obtained using a. 486/33 personal
computer with 16 megabyles of RAM. The goal of our work was. to develop
an implementable scheduling model. We believe our choice of commercially
available software and a personal compluter represent. the hest. chance of
implementation for the following reasons:
1. The Pakistan Army caiinimpleenient. the itodel for a r'easoiable cost.
2. The software is stable, well documnented, and the user can benefit. from
future software improvewents.
3. Software maintenance(' cost is low.
4. The software is portable to new platforms and operating systems.
5. Algebraic modeling languages such as CAMS allow easy modification
and addition of const.'aiiitas.
We (levelop eight test, i)rolIems as describled in I'able . IProb)lem names
are vague and data. is hypolthefical for security reasons, lnt p)robl'm sizes
are representative of actual Pakistan Army situations. The compti ng time
require(] for CAMS to genierate test. problehms is givew in Table 1. A large
portion of the CAMS time was taken deriving the parameter OK,
11 e.
All the test problems satisfy Condition 3 of Section 3 for the initial titnje
period. All but INFANTRY I also satisfy Conditions I and 2. The test.
problems are all feasible. Experimentation with other starting conditions
often resulted in infeasibility.
The test problems of 'Table I were solved for integer solutions with a
10% optimality tolerance (i.e., termination occurs when the first solution
guaranteed within 10% of optimal is obtained), using both the XA and OSL
13

Iroblem Type
P

IProblemn

Size

(.:AMS C.eite.atiimi
Time (seconds)

INFANTRY I
6 years
87 units

30 locations
INFANTRY 2
6 years
72 units

24 locations
AIrT1LLERY
6 years
54 units
21 locations

2,562 conso'ilt-s

530

12,2,11 bhiary variables

741,571 nouzeros
1, 599 constraints

236

5, 746 binary variables

35,037 nonzeros
1,088 constraints
3,140 binary variables
18,530 non zeros

151

7 years
54 units
21 locations

1,563 constraints
5,263 binary variables
31,967 nonzeros

200

8 years
54 units
21 locations
ENGINEERS
6 years
36 units
19 locations

2, 135 constraints
7,828 binary variables
49,393 nonzeros

258

913 constraints
2, 193 binary variables
14,829 nonzeros

89

7 years
36 units
19 locations

1,253 constraints
3,421 b)ina.ry varia.bles
23,379 nonzeros

116

8 years
36 units

1,684 constraints
4,949 binary variables

147

19 locations

35,430 nonzeros

Table 1: Test pioblrm drscription and model genetration tim'r on a .j86/.13
personal computer.
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Problem Type
Horizon (Year)

Solution Time
seconds (solver)

Iterations

INFANTRY I
t= 6

3,575 (XA)

37,919 (XA)

INFANTRY 2
t =6

2,338 (OSI,)

7,062 (OSL)

1,568 (XA)
'152 (OSI,)

21,647 (XA)
3,178 (OSL)

ARTILLERY
t = 6

.95 (XA)

2,519 (XA)

173 (OSI,)
t =7

679 (XA)
211 (OS1,)

t=8

oo (XA)

ENGINEERS
t=6

2,196 (OS L)
14,969 (XA)
1,998 (oSLI)
oo (XA)

455 (OSi,)

3,642 (OSL)

165 (XA)
105 (OSL)

4,735 (XA)
1,394 (OS1,)

t=7

2,855 (XA)
34,1 (OSL)

54,769 (XA)
3,381 (OSL)

I = 8

8,950 (XA)
1,627 (OSL,)

105,918 (XA)
11,212 (OSIL)

Table 2: Tc.qI Problem Solution Tinics
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solvers.

All tuning parameters were left at their default values.

Table 2

demonstrates these results and highlights OSl,'s superior pelrfotItlantce in all
but one case. XA was unable t.o solve the linear progratmining telaxalion of
the 8-year Artillery problem apparently due to cycling.
For completeness of the compitational testing, all problemis were also
solved to optimality (i.e., with the optiniality tolerance set to zero). The
integrality gap (difference between the optimal linear and integer prograniruing objective function values) is zero in five of the eight prolblems tested
and less than 3% in the other cases. For the five examples with no intlegrality
gap, solving with zero) tolera

'celoo•

aboit t Itle same I6,itc as soltviing wit h a

10% tolerance; but the other Ihrce examples took sigumilicamml,

loyiger. Sim-e

the integrality gap was so small, tihe added comput.ational time for tile zero
tolerance yielded no improvement, in solution quality. Thotgh Ithis behavior
cannot be guaranteed, we recolmmttelnd using the 10% opti n ality tolerat ce
(the CAMS default) for future instances of this problem.

5

Conclusion

Computational experience with the model demonstrates that optimal t,,it.
rotations can be developed for 6-8 year horizons on a personal comiputer ill
less than an hour, using the GAMS modeling language and tile OSR, solver.
The Pakistan Army requires live-year rotation schedules for Ila.timing purposcs, so the 6-8 year schedules we have obtained are mote thau adeqiiale
in scope. The comptn.atioi timtes are considered acceptable and represent a.
significant improvement over tile hundreds of man-houirs currently iused t.o
solve the problem.
This work offers some general lessons for practical application of opl.imization modeling.
e Use general purpose software when possible.

Compared to special-

purpose algorithms, the costs of development and long-term mainte16

nauce are much lower. Also, general-purpose solvers can inch more
readily a.lapl. to changes in tile problem.

"* Using an algebraic modeling language to generate lhe model facilitates rapid assessment of computational tractability and allows several
solvers to be tested competitively with minimal efrort. In our experience, integer programming applications are too varied for any one
solver to always outperfornm the others. (E.g., though XA lost. to OSL
in this case, it has been orI" preferred solver in other applications.)

" When computational effort. prior to optimization is devot,'d to the elillination of unnecessary variables, this refinement (-an often make largoscale instances of real-world problems tractable.

" Mathematical analysis leading to additional constraints beyondIthose
specified by the original problem statement, such as the constraints oil
the ending conditions, can lead to better solutions; and, in the case of
integer programming, carefully chosen extra constraints often make the
model easier to solve.
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Appendix
Theorem If Conditions 1, 2 amil 3 of Section 3 are satisfiv', 'or six y'ars,
they are sufficient t.o guarani.e, a future feasible rotation sch'ledlie.
P1ROOF:
Condition 3 stipulates that half the units in PAs must. have previously
served in 1lAs and half in SIIAs. 'I'lTis st-altlis is uain.aiainu'd oil a yearly basis
provided that whenever a unit moves from a IHA to a PA, another unit. mo'ves
from a SHA to a PA. rhe units at llAs and SIHAs can therefore I)sseparated
into pairings which satisfy one of the following three cases.
"* CASE 1. A unit. has been at a I1A for 1 year and anot.ler tinil. has 1)ben

at a SHA for I year.
"* CASE 2. A unit. has ben at. a IhA f•or 2 years and anolthler unit Itas

been at a SIIA for 2 years.
A unit has been at a llA for 3 years and anml.her
been at SHA for 3 years.

"* CASE 3.

nmit. has

II. is shown for each case tChat it. is possible for tile iuits at lIhe IIA anl
SIIA to feasibly rotate in the same year with a unit currently at a PA location.
Any six units satisfying Conditions 1, 2 and 3 for the last 6 years and feasibly
rotating can be used. Without loss of generality, the six units are numbered
according to Figure 2 (i.e., unit 3 is at IIA). For clarity, the unit idemtifiers are

bold faced. Also, as in Figure 2, year 0 is considered t.he first y'ear available
to change a unit's location.
CASH, I
Ilhit 3 has stay(d I year al. a IIA. This implies unit 3 replared imrit 6, I
year ago and unit 0 replaced imit. I either 2, 3 or 4 years ago.
Unit 4 has stayed I year al, a SIIA. This implies unit 4 replaced unit 5,

I year ago and unit. 5 replaced unit 2 either 3, 4 or 5 years ago.
19

Cotidi ion 3 cnsi res thai. ecaIi' year" i movC froit a IIA to a i'A

,'•'cmrs,

a move from a SITA to a PA also occurs. Therefore, we need only co,,sid,,r
unit 6 (5) replacing unit 1 (2) either 3 or 4 years ago.

These conditions provide the following rot.at.ion eligibilities:
Unit 4 is eligible to move in years 1, 2 or 3 and Unit. 1 is eligible to replace
unit 4 in years 2, 3 or 4 if unit 1 was replaced 3 years ago, or in years 1, 2
or 3 if unit 1 was replaced 41years ago.
Unit 3 is eligible to move in years 0, 1 or 2 and Unit. 2 is eligible to replace
unit 3 in years 2, 3 or 4 if unit. 2 was replaced 3 years ago, or in years 1, 2
or 3 if unit 2 was replaced .1 years ago.
Therefore, it. is feasible for both viit 3 and unit. 4 to rotate in year 2.
CASE 2
Unit 3 has stayed 2 years al. a. lA. This implies unit, 3 rcplaced unit. 6, 2
years ago-and unit 6 replaced unit. 1 either 3, 4 or 5 years ago.
Unit 4 has stayed 2 years at a SIMA. This implies unit. 4 replaced unil. 5.
2 years ago and unit 5 replaced uiit 2 either 4, .5 or 6 years ago.
Condition 3 ensures thai. each year a move from a. TIA to a PA occurs,
a move from a SIIA to a PA also occurs. Therefore, we need only r'onsider
unit 6 (5) replacing unit. 1 (2) either 4 or 5 years ago.
These conditions provide the following rotation eligibili ties:
Unit 4 is eligible to move in years 0, 1 or 2 and Unit 1 is eligible to replace
unit 4 in years 1, 2 or 3 if unit. 1 was replaced 4 years ago, or in years 0, 1
or 2 if unit 1 was replaced 5 years ago.
Unit 3 is eligible to move in years -1, 0 or 1 and Unit 2 is eligible to replace
unit 3 in years 1, 2 or 3 if unit 2 was replaced 4 years ago, or in years 0, 1
or 2 if unit 2 was replaced 5 years ago.
Therefore, it. is feasible for both unit 3 and unit 4 to rotate in year I.
CASE 3
Unit 3 has stayed 3 years at a IHA. This implies unit 3 replaced unit 6, 3
years ago and unit 6 replaled unit 1 either 4, 5 or '6 years ago.
Unit 4 has stayed 3.year at a SMh. This implies tiiit 4 replaced unit 5,
20,

3 years ago and unit 5 replaced unit, 2 either 5, 6 or 7 years ago.
Condition 3 ensures Chat. each year a move from a 11A to a PA o'cclirs.
a mIove from a SIIA to a. PA also occ''rs. Tlherefore, we need only 'o)sidvir
unit, 6 (5) replacing mii, 1 (2) e'ither 5 or 6 years ago.
These condlitions provide the following rotation eligilbilit.ivs:
Unit 4 is eligible t.o move il years -1, 0 or I and Unit 1 is eligille tIo replace
unit 4 in years 0, 1 or 2 if unit. 1 was replaced 5 years ago, or in years -I, 0

or 1 if unit 1 was replaced 6 years ago.
Unit 3 is eligible to move in years -2,-1 or 0 and Unit, 2 is eligible t.o replace
unit, 3 in years 0, 1 or 2 if unit. 2 was replaced .5 years ago, or in years -1, 0

or 1 if unit 2 was replaced 6 years ago.
Therefore, it is feasible for both unit. 3 and unit 4 to rotate in year 0. 0
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